
20.12 I RATIFY THE JUDGMENT OF HELIOS 
Whereby the Plug Is Pulled on the Seed of the Wicked 

by Helios 

In the name I AM THAT I AM ELOHIM 
Saint Germain, Portia, Guru Ma, Lanello 

Padma Sambhava, Kuan Yin and the Five Dhyani Buddhas 
In the name I AM THAT I AM SANAT KUMARA 

Gautama Buddha, Lord Maitreya, Jesus Christ 
OM VAIROCHANA • AKSHOBHYA • RATNASAMBHAVA 

AMITABHA • AMOGHASIDDHI • VAJRASATTVA OM 
I RATIFY THE JUDGMENT OF HELIOS 

Whereby the Plug Is Pulled on the Seed of the Wicked! 
 

(Give personal prayers.) 

LORD God Almighty, I AM a Son of the Sun on earth. And there- 
fore, I do declare this day that I ratify the judgments of Almighty God 
upon the seed of the wicked on earth, the destroyers and the spoilers, 
the corrupt ones, the godless, the dead and the dying. 

I ratify the judgment whereby the plug is pulled and they no 
longer have the source or the access to the Light, and that which they 
have misqualified is now taken from them. And I declare it in the name 
of my Mighty I AM Presence and by the authority of my threefold 
flame! 

And because I stand in the earth in this hour, I AM standing in 
the presence of the mighty aura of beloved Helios, which is activated 
anew each time I make this call. And I declare that there be an imme- 
diate withdrawal of all sympathizers, idolaters and supporters of the 
sinister force, East and West. 

And I send forth Cosmic Christ illumination, the education of the 
heart and the piercing of the soul and the mind at inner levels, that the 
lifewaves of earth will come into a sudden enlightenment and an 
awareness (as in the twinkling of an eye) from their own God Pres- 
ence. And they shall see and know that they must withdraw their sup- 
port from the seed of the wicked. And I declare it! And I declare the 
judgment of the Lord Jesus Christ in this hour and I give that Judg- 
ment Call here and now: [Here give decree 20.07.] 

Thus, having concluded this Judgment Call, I demand that the 
forces of heaven and the mighty Archangels shall come into mani- 
festation, and that Archangel Michael shall descend with legions of 
Light and all of the LORD’s host to cast that devil and his angels and 
the seed of the devil and the clones and counterparts and counterfeit 
creation out of the earth; and shall bind the godless and bind them out 
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I Ratify the Judgment of Helios 20.12 (cont.) 

of the pit and bind them out of Death and Hell and bind the entire astral 
hordes: Until Death and Hell are swallowed up in Light and Victory, 
and are no more and are cast into the Lake of Fire—cause, effect, record 
and memory—and the platform of earth is therefore prepared for the 
descent of that greater Light of the incoming great Golden Age, which 
I look forward to and anticipate as the Second Coming of the Great 
Central Sun to the earth. This, then, shall be the coming of Alpha and 
Omega for the sealing of the earth in that immaculate matrix. 

And therefore, I summon, as a Keeper of the Flame, all Lightbear- 
ers of the planetary body to be as One, to be in one Great Union of 
Light, and to overthrow the fallen ones who would take over the plan- 
etary body and exalt the state as God and have all people as submissive 
servants and slaves to the Nephilim and the godless and the fallen 
angels. I stand in the earth and I demand the overturning of their 
schemes in this hour! 

I call for the All-Seeing Eye of God to probe and penetrate the 
very nuclei and strongholds of the fallen ones, their secret meetings. 
And I demand that all plots and conspiracies toward terrorism or take- 
over or the overthrow of the governments of the nations established by 
Almighty God or the overthrow of the divine plan of the abundant Life 
shall be exposed now, their perpetrators be bound. And these shall be 
placed before the judgment of Almighty God and his adjudication. Even 
so, come quickly, Lord Jesus Christ and all the saints of heaven, to ratify 
this judgment through me. 

And therefore, I demand the casting out of the dweller-on-the- 
threshold of the entire sinister force of the planetary body by this my 
Call for the Binding and the Casting Out of the Dweller-on-the- 
Threshold: [Here give decree 20.09.] 

Having so given this Call, I now call forth the solar ring for the 
victory of all life, for the sealing of those places great and small—both 
where the Light dwells for the victory of Light and where evil dwells 
for the acceleration of Light there, and for Light’s judgment of those 
evil nests of serpents, the very core of the wicked worldwide. 

In the name of the Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit and the Mother, 
I accept it done this hour in full power. And I stand in the earth as an 
emissary of Helios and Vesta until the New Day when the entire plan- 
etary home shall be full of Light and only Light; and the earth is pre- 
pared and purified and ready, then, for the evolutions of Light that are 
to come. [Here give decree 0.30.] 
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